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What is Social Media? 

Social media is used to describe a set of online tools that enable interactions among 

people to build relationships and share information.  It provides a quick way to 

communicate information to a wide audience, and to solicit audience input and feedback. 

Social media tools are vast, and new ones are constantly being created.  The guide is limited 

to currently the most popular and widely used social media tools:  

 Facebook 

 Twitter 

 YouTube 

 Google  

These are the tools SFCG staff frequently use to promote the organization’s work at the 

project, program and organization levels. Google Analytics is included due to the increasing 

use of specialized websites that facilitate web-based social interaction.     

  

  
 

For information and guidance on how to set up social media accounts, please see this Tip 

Sheet from Communications Department on the SFCG intranet.  

Each social media tool has its strengths and weaknesses, and some are better used for 

certain purposes than others. For instance, Twitter is useful for promoting your work to a 

larger audience whereas the Facebook Page is a great tool for engaging existing supporters. 

It is however, beyond the scope of this guide to outline these strengths and weaknesses; our 

focus instead is on how to gather and interpret data from social media to assess changes 

brought about by SFCG projects, programs, and communication campaigns.    

This guide is for project and program staff, and will describe what data you can collect from 

each social media outlet and what you can do with that data to monitor and evaluate your 

project and/or campaign. 

https://my.sfcg.org/MyTeam/communications/Shared%20Documents/SFCG%20Communications%20Tips/SFCG%20Comms%20Tips%20Sheet%20-%20Setting%20up%20a%20Social%20Media%20Account.docx
https://my.sfcg.org/MyTeam/communications/Shared%20Documents/SFCG%20Communications%20Tips/SFCG%20Comms%20Tips%20Sheet%20-%20Setting%20up%20a%20Social%20Media%20Account.docx
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Structure of Paper 

This guide is structured around the four major social media outlets: Facebook, Twitter, 

YouTube, and Google Analytics.  Each section details how to access data and built-in 

analysis for each program.   

First, however, the guide describes the types of outcomes that can emerge from web-based 

activities.  It describes the levels of engagement with social media, and what these actions 

might mean in terms of changes in knowledge, attitude, behavior, and perception.   

This guide is written as an introduction to data gathering and analysis for social media.  As 

SFCG practices advance, so too will the guide.   

Social Media Data 

Every social media tool has some built-in analytical capabilities.  This section explains what 

data you can collect from social media and how for each of the four primary social media 

tools used at SFCG.   

The depth and utility of the built-in analytical capacities vary, and additional tools are often 

used to supplement the limitations.  Relevant additional tools are provided under each 

section.   

But in order to make the most of social media analytics, it is critical for you to 

establish a clear goal for your social media campaign and to choose your target 

audience accordingly. Using social media without a goal or purpose is like using a map 

without knowing where you are trying to go.   

Once you have established a clear goal, your social media strategy of how to achieve it will 

follow.  The goal will indicate the types of outcomes you want to achieve from social media, 

and how those outcomes will complement the work of your program or project.   

Social Media Outcomes 

There are three primary types of outcomes that can be generated by social media: lurk, 

participate, and engage.   

 Lurk refers to a user’s minimal awareness of you.  It means that users are following 

you (by being part of either your group or ‘liking’ your page), but aren’t interacting 

beyond passive awareness.  The fact that they are following you indicates a small 

degree of support and commitment to the cause but lurkers should not be considered 

as “active” or “engaged” users or supporters. This information however, is useful for 

identifying your growth over time. For instance, an increase in your monthly growth of 

followers might indicate increasing support for you or your cause—but be careful in 

drawing attribution to your project!  The increase in your social media supporters 

might be because of events beyond your control. Other tools (such as surveys) are 

needed to attribute your increased social media popularity to the project.      

 Participate refers to some level of user involvement in your social media: a small 

action, usually around sharing or showing support for your ideas.  Participation might 

take the form of ‘Liking’ a post on Facebook, or re-tweeting one of your tweets.  This 
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information is useful for identifying the types of content that users are more likely to 

interact with, and how you can adapt your social media strategy to increase the 

number of ‘lurkers’ described above.  Ultimately, analysis around ‘participation’ will 

help you build up a base of users who are more likely to take the next step to 

engagement.   

 Engagement refers to the ultimate level of user involvement in your social media: the 

‘right’ people have conversations on your social media activity.  Who the ‘right’ 

people are will vary depending on the target audience and purpose of the social 

media campaign.  Engagement also refers to instances when users share real-life 

experiences relating to the social media campaign.  For example, SFCG sends out a 

Facebook message asking people to share stories and experiences in inter-ethnic 

interactions; if someone replies to that post, then they are engaging with your social 

media campaign.  Engagement is a proxy indicator for knowledge, attitude, behavior 

and perception change.   Responding to a comment on social media does not 

necessarily mean behavior changed because you cannot know if that user changed 

as a result of your work; the user may have already been enthusiastic and 

passionate about the issue(s) you are working on.  Similarly, ‘Liking’ or re-tweeting a 

post does not necessarily indicate perception and attitude change: the user may 

have already held those perceptions and attitudes to begin with.    

 

Social Media Logic Model 

Platform Outcomes 
Lurk Participate Engage 

Facebook # fans 
# views 

# likes 
# shares 

Relevant followers 
# of comments 
Types of comments 
Evidence of real-
world action 

Twitter # followers # retweets 
# favorite tweets 
# mentions  

YouTube # views # of favorites 
# subscribers 
# shares 

Google Analytics # page views  

 

In the context of the 3R Framework for Dramatic Media, lurk is similar to reach, participate to 

resonance, and engage to response. It is also important to note that the outcomes, 

particularly between the columns, “Participate” and “Engage” maybe flipped based on the 

nature of the campaign. For instance, if the goal of your campaign is to spread awareness 

among a large network of diverse individuals, “sharing” and “retweeting” maybe a more 

desired outcome than simply “commenting”.  

It is also important to think more deeply about the nature of engagement with respect to your 

campaign. Are the followers who occasionally leave comments also subscribed to your 

newsletter? Are they frequently sharing your content and/or calling upon their networks to 

support your cause? Answers to these questions will provide you with additional detail 

regarding the level of engagement.  
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Facebook 

Facebook allows for users to create specialized ‘Pages’ for a particular object, such as a 

celebrity, organization, cause, or common interest.  Facebook Pages can be created for just 

about any purpose.  SFCG frequently creates Facebook pages for the organization (SFCG), 

departments or country programs (SFCG-DRC), or individual projects (such as The Team).   

To gain access to detailed information, you need to have administrative permissions to 

access the newly created Page.  You can gain detailed information about the Page by 

clicking on the Insights tab when you are logged in with administrator permissions.    

In the example below, we are looking at the Facebook Page for the Learning Portal for 

DM&E for Peacebuilding, run by the Institutional Learning Team (ILT).  The Insights tab is 

the center tab in the second row from the top of the web page.   

 

 

 

Once you click on the “See All” button on the Insights Tab, you will be taken to the following 

page, providing an overview of the data for your Page.  

http://www.facebook.com/sfcg.org
https://www.facebook.com/SearchForCommonGroundDrCongo
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As a result of the recent Facebook updates, you have an option to view the new layout of the 

Insights page:  

 

 

The new layout allows you to view detailed analytics about your page (number of likes, 

source of referrals), posts (breakdown of user engagement per post), and people (your 
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Think of Reach, Engaged 

Users, and Talking About 

This as a continuum of 

engagement with Reach 

being the most basic form of 

engagement, and Talking 

About This as the highest 

level of engagement. 

followers’ demographics i.e. country, gender, language, age). One handy feature they 

recently added under the “Posts” insights section is the “When your fans are online”, which 

allows you to better time your posts.  

Under Facebook Insights, there are several key indicators to keep in mind.  Each of these 

definitions can be found on the Facebook page by hovering your mouse pointer over the 

question marks that often appear after terminology.   

 Likes – the number of unique people who have ‘Liked’ your page or individual post, 

indicating broad support or interest in the purpose of the page.   

 Reach – the number of unique people who have seen your post.  This means your 

post appeared in their homepage feed of updates.  This information can be 

compared to the overall ‘Likes’ to see how many of your fans you are reaching, and 

whether you need to adjust your social media strategy.   

 Engaged Users – the number of unique people who have clicked on your post.  This 

information can be compared to the total number of Likes and of the post’s Reach.  

For example, you reached 50 people with a post, and of those 50 ten engaged your 

post by clicking on it.   

 Talking About This – the number of unique people who create a story from your 

content.  Stories are created when someone likes, comments on or shares your post; 

answers a question you posted; or responds to your event.  Data is only kept for 28 

days after a post is published.   

 Virality – the percentage of unique people who 

have created a story from your Page post out of 

the total number of unique people who have seen 

it.  This information helps you understand the 

extent to which you are succeeding in actively 

engaging your audience.   

All of these indicators can be automatically disaggregated 

by gender, age, and location (country, city, and 

language).   

Facebook Insights also allows you to look at the number of people who have unsubscribed 

from your page or hidden your content. If the number of individuals who have unliked your 

page is dramatically higher during a specific week or day, you may want to reflect upon the 

nature and quantity of your posts that may have trigged this behavior.  

Facebook tracks all interactions on its site, which means you can change the date range for 

your data from the date your Page was created to the current date.  This allows you to track 

the lifetime statistics for your Page, as well as specific date ranges.  Tracking specific date 

ranges is particularly useful for understanding the nuances of your social media campaigns: 

the types of messages people respond to the most, best time of day to post your message, 

etc.   

Ultimately, a successful social media campaign seeks high numbers in all of the above 

indicators.   
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Twitter 

Twitter has limited analytical capabilities.  The only information you can gather from the 

Twitter website is limited, and not likely to be actionable.  The data you can collect are: 

 # of tweets (total) 

 # of followers (total) 

 # of users you are following (total) 

It is suggested that you get third-party websites to gather more actionable data from Twitter.   

There are a number of alternative applications you can use, both free and paid services. 

Paid services provide greater analytical possibilities, but most free services will be able to 

successfully accommodate SFCG projects’ data needs. Two free include TwentyFeet 

(twentyfeet.com) and Hoot Suite (hootsuite.com).   

In this guide, we provide instruction on TwentyFeet as it has the most powerful, free 

analytical capabilities.  It should be noted that Facebook can also be analyzed through 

TwentyFeet.  

Once you log in to Twentyfeet you will be taken to the following homepage.   

 

It includes snapshot looks at key indicators for the chosen time period.  These include: 

 Reputation indicators – the key performance indicators for Twitter, including the 

number of followers, mentions, and listings to help you understand your potential 

influence 

 Influence indicators – the number of times you are mentioned or re-tweeted by 

followers 

 Conversations – the number of tweets, lists you follow, and replies you gave to 

other tweets 
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 Following analysis – tracks the number of users you follow, the number of users 

you follow but do not follow you, and the ratio of followers/following.   

 Lists 

 More details 

In this guide, we are primarily concerned with reputation and influence indicators since they 

are the most important for awareness raising and promotional campaigns.   

Every week, TwentyFeet will send out a tweet for you that gives a snapshot of your positive 

statistics: # of new followers, # of re-tweets and mentions.  This helps you keep track of your 

social media growth. 

Reputation indicators help you track the growth of your Twitter followers.  This will help you 

understand if a certain action generated more favorable responses than others.  For 

example, this could be an episode that particularly resonated with your target audience, 

causing an increase in your followers, mentions and re-tweets.    

The challenge is identifying what caused the increase in your reputation.  TwentyFeet cannot 

tell you this by itself; you need to dig deeper into what other users are saying about you and 

what they are re-tweeting.  This will help give you a better idea of why your reputation 

increased.  Better yet would be to keep track of who is talking about or re-tweeting you, and 

reach out to them for focus group discussions, key informant interviews or survey 

questionnaires.   

Influence indicators track the number of times you are mentioned or re-tweeted by 

followers.  This goes beyond the reach of your social media and begins to help you 

understand whether your social media campaigns are resonating with your followers, and 

whether they are engaging with you.  Again, the cause for resonation or engagement cannot 

be easily determined using TwentyFeet.  But it does provide you with further data to help you 

understand the extent to which your social media campaign is resonating with your 

audience, and whether they are engaging with you or others on the issues.   What this 

information does do is help you better understand what types of messages your followers 

react to best so that you can continue to secure their attention and engagement.   

Keep in mind that all of this data can be easily exported in Excel format by clicking either the 

.CSV Export or Excel Export buttons at the top of the page.  
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YouTube 

YouTube has built-in analytical capabilities that you can use to track the usage of your 

videos.  To gain access to the main dashboard, click on the down arrow next to the main 

search bar at the top of the page.  This will give you access to the main analytics section of 

YouTube, including data on key indicators that are automatically tracked. 

 

YouTube tracks the following indicators: 

Views Reports 
 

 # of views 

 Demographics* 

 Playback locations 

 Traffic sources 

 Devices (Beta) 

 Audience retention* 

Engagement Reports 
 

 Subscribers* 

 Likes and dislikes* 

 Favourites 

 Comments* 

 Sharing* 

 Annotations (Beta) 

*SFCG Key Indicators 

For our purposes, the key indicators to track are highlighted in italics above. 

All of these indicators will give you a better idea of how your audience perceives and 

engages with your YouTube content.    

The # of views helps you understand how many people your video is are reaching.  Keep in 

mind that this number includes all visitors who played the video, even if it was multiple times.  

It does not tell you how many people viewed your video, only how many times it was viewed.  

Demographics provides insight into who is viewing your videos.  This includes gender, 

location, and age.  The age and gender indicators will help you understand if you are 

reaching your intended target audience.  Unfortunately location only provides country-level 

data and is not as useful for SFCG purposes since most of our social media campaigns are 

within a single country. 

Audience retention provides an overall measure of your videos’ ability to retain its 

audience.  This includes absolute audience retention, which tells you when people stop 

viewing your video in 15 second increments, and relative audience retention, which 

compares your video’s retention to other videos of similar length.  We can use absolute 

audience retention to better understand how many times the video was viewed in its entirety 

and the percentage of times the video is viewed partially or wholly.  This information signals 

interest or disinterest in your video content.   
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Likes and dislikes tell you how your audience members feel about your video content.  It 

indicates a certain level of agreement or disagreement by the audience, and is therefore a 

form of audience participation.  This information, however, does not tell you general attitudes 

of your audience towards the subject(s) you are addressing.  It cannot tell you if the likers 

and dislikers were already predisposed towards those attitudes, or whether they have 

changed as a result of the video; surveys, key informant interviews, and focus groups are 

required to find this information.   

Similarly, the sharing report tells you how many times the video was shared and where it 

was shared (e.g. other social media channels such as Facebook or websites).  Again, 

YouTube cannot tell you if these individuals were pre-disposed to liking the video; traditional 

data collection tools are needed for that information.   

The subscribers report tells you how many users subscribe to your channel.  Subscribers 

tend to be more engaged with your content, and so an increase or decrease in subscribers 

may indicate particular interest or disinterest in your content.  For example, perhaps you 

have a strong subscriber base, but when you post a video on a particularly sensitive subject, 

and you see a decrease in subscribers, you will know that perhaps this is a particularly 

sensitive subject even for people who are pre-disposed towards your messaging.  Similarly, 

if you see an increase in your subscribers, you can identify why by examining the date range 

the increase occurred, and what promotional activities you may have undertaken during that 

time period.   

Comments too can help you better understand how your audience is reacting to your 

content.  There are several elements to this.  First, a large number of comments on a 

specific video may indicate that it particularly resonated with your audience and caused a 

reaction; this information will help you better understand how to further engage your 

audience.  Second, you can use the actual comments themselves to understand any real 

world changes or actions in/by your audience.  Keep in mind that those who comment are 

more engaged with your content than the normal viewer, and so the people who comment 

are not necessarily representative of your target audience.   

Sharing, like comments and likes/dislikes, can help you better understand how your 

audience is reacting to your videos.  Sharing a video generally indicates broad support of the 

video’s content.  Very often, however, the people who share your videos are already pre-

disposed towards the content.  Nevertheless, sharing helps spread the word about your 

video and its messages, and may very well recruit further people in support of your cause.    
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Contact SFCG’s IT 

Department for help 

installing Google 

Analytics on your 

website.  They can be 

reached at 

dcsupport@sfcg.org.    

Google Analytics 

Google Analytics is a powerful tool that helps you better understand the performance of your 

website.   Every SFCG website should have Google Analytics 

installed.  It is a free service, so there is no excuse to not use it.  

Once you log-in, you will see the Dashboard, which gives you 

an overview of various indicators and reports that Google 

Analytics tracks.  This is useful for a quick overview of the data 

on your site, and you can easily go in-depth by clicking on any 

one of the reports.   

 

 

 

It is important to note that Google Analytics lets you determine 

the time period for the data: you can look at the past week, past 

month, or the entire lifetime of the website.  This can be done in 

the upper-right hand corner of nearly any page in Google 

Analytics (see above).  This function is particularly important for 

reporting on activities in a specific reporting period, and for 

examining trends throughout the lifetime of the website.   

You can similarly gain more detailed information by using the 

navigation bar on the left of the screen (see left).  

This guide is primarily concerned with the following sections: 

Dashboard, Audience, Traffic Sources, and Content.  

mailto:dcsupport@sfcg.org
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The Dashboard gives you a broad overview of your site for the past month (the 

default time setting), including: 

 New Visits 

 Unique Visitors 

 Country 
Locations 

 Browser  

 Bounce Rate 

 Average Visit Duration and 
Number of Pages per Visit 

 
 

Audience gives you data on the demographics of your visitors, their behavior on the 

website, and how they accessed your website (e.g., which browser was used, which 

mobile device was used).  The most useful parts of this section are the demographics and 

behavior on the site.   

 

Traffic Sources tells you how visitors found your website.  There are three main 

categories: search, referral, and direct traffic.  Search traffic tells you which search 

engine visitors used to find your website; this is useful for more advanced marketing 

functions that are beyond what SFCG generally practices.   

Referral traffic tells you which website referred visitors to your site.  For example, perhaps 

you posted an advertisement or blog on another website; referral traffic would tell you which 

of these websites was most effective in referring visitors to your site.   

Finally, direct traffic occurs when visitors go directly to your website by typing in the URL.   

 

Content gives you an overview of what visitors are doing on your website.  This 

includes the total and unique number of page views, average time on page, bounce 

rate, and exit rate.   

The key indicators we are concerned with are: 

 # of visits – the number of times your website has been visited in total, including 

multiple visits by a single person, in a given time period 

 # of unique visitors – the number of times your website was visited by individuals in 

a given time period; this indicator does not include multiple visits by a single IP 

address 

 Visitor location, disaggregated by relevant disaggregate, such as country, region, 

city, etc. in a given time period 

 % new/returning visitors, disaggregated by new and returning in a given time 

period 

 Frequency and time of visits, disaggregated by count of visits in a given time 

period 

All of these indicators are useful for understanding your audience.  In particular, the # of 

unique visitors, visitor location, new/returning visitors, and frequency/time of visits are the 

most useful indicators.   
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The # of unique visitors describes the number of times your website was visited by 

individuals.  It only counts visits by an individual once (as opposed to the # of visits, which 

counts all visits to the site), and therefore is the most accurate representation of how many 

people visit your website.    

Conclusion 

This guide has sought to outline first, how to collect data from social media outlets, and 
secondly, how that data can be used to monitor and evaluate your project.  
 
The evaluation of social media is still an emerging field, and much remains to be discovered. 
What has been put forth in this guide is an initial effort to standardize and align SFCG’s 
measurement of its social media efforts based on existing knowledge and practices at the 
time of writing.  
 
It is hoped that this guide will be kept as a living document as SFCG’s social media 
measurement practices continue to evolve.  


